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Here you can find the menu of The Depot Sonoma in Sonoma. At the moment, there are 17 menus and drinks on
the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about The Depot Sonoma:

The food and setting was amazing. Every dish served had a unique and flavorful taste. We all thought it was the
best dinner where everyone at the table their selections. read more. The premises in the restaurant are

wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like
about The Depot Sonoma:

Got married at Depot 22 years ago. We go every year for our anniversary but had not since the restaurant
changed ownership. For us, it’s a shell of its former self and lost a lot of its family feel. Food was ok as well as
the price, not as good as prior chef. When we went previously, the staff knowing it’s our anniversary would do
something small like put rose petals on the table, comp us a glass of champagne, or des... read more. At The

Depot Sonoma, a restaurant with Italian dishes from Sonoma, you can enjoy original Italian cuisine, including
classics like pizza and pasta.
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Salad�
CAPRESE

Appet�er�
FOCACCIA

Antipast�
BURRATA

Seafoo�
CALAMARI

Ric�
RISOTTO

Desser�
TIRAMISU

Aperitif
GLASS OF CHAMPAGNE

Past�
BOLOGNESE

CANNELLONI

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

ITALIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

SALAD

TUNA STEAK

BREAD

PANINI

OYSTERS

PASTA

PIZZA

Ingredient� Use�
MUSHROOMS

BEEF

CHICKEN

TERNERA

BANANA

MELON

MOZZARELLA PASTA

CHOCOLATE

SALMON
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 17:00-20:00
Thursday 17:00-20:00
Friday 17:00-20:00
Saturday 17:00-20:00
Sunday 17:00-21:00
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